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ABSTRACT

The Hudsonrs Bay Company Archives contains a collection

of 1og books from the Company's ships engaged ín the fur Lrade in
Ëhe

past 200 years. The collection

conmences

r'ríth the voyages

made

in 1751 and continues into the 20fh Century. Log books are avaílable
for every year in that period with the exceptions of 1839, 1840, and
1841. These logs are used to study temporal and spatial variations ín
sea ice conditions in Hudson St.rait for the period 1751-1870.
The study focuses upon Hudson Strait since this area provídes
optimum circumstances in terms of the obstructíve nature of sea ice,

and the ease of establishíng the locations, and patterns.cif

navigation of the ships.
The method used to derive ice data ís based upon references

in the log books to shíps beíng enclosed by ice and the activities
employed to navigate through the ice, as well as the duratÍons of the
voyages.

correlation coefficients are calculated to determíne the
extent of the relationships between the variables. The frequencies
of the occurence of the activities,

and the durations of the

voyages are plotted graphically, and cartographícally Eo illustraEe

relative amounts of sea ice, boËh temporally and spatially.

f

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTTON

There currently

exists virtually

no scientific

information pertaining to the environmental conditions
v¿hich prevailed 1n Hudson Strait in the historical
The research presented here will

past.

identify

and ana:.yze a data source which is able to signifThe Hudson's Bay
icantly remedy this deficiency.
Companyrs Archives house a weafth of heretofore

unused information regarding the environment of
Hudson Strait

in the period 1751- to LB7O. This

exj-sts in the 1og books of the Companyrs trading
ship

s

.

By examÍning the contents of these log
books, this thesis wilf attempt to fulfi11 a twofold
purpose. The most fundamental aim will be to derive
a methodology whereby the contents of the logs
can be made to yield information about the sever'ity
of sea ice in Hudson Strait
centuries.

for the l8th and 19th

ThÍs method wÍ}l then be applied in

attempt to determine the fl-uctuations of sea ice
both annually and spatially within the Strait.

an

The approach to be taken in the development

of a methodology hinges upon the hypothesis from
which this thesis stems. The hypothesis states
that, if the navigation of the ships was inffuenced
by sea íce 1n Hudson Strait,

then certain navigational-

practices may yield evidence of sea ice.
One main limitation

was foreseen and this

is related to the nature of the data rather than to
the hypothesis.

A method of valÍdation

of the

sea ice information derived in this study has not
yet been identified.

The results must therefore

be interpreted as relative,

not absol-ute indices of

ice conditions.
Iifhile it is important to note the limitations of the research at this stage, it is equalty
important to identify

its strengths.

The limitation

described above pales beside the strengths inherent
in this source of data.

The 1og books are comparatlvely

uniform in their content and format since they were all
kept by employees of the Hudsonrs Bay Company. In
addition,

because the Company had a rule to the

effect that i bs ships should l-eave England at the
same

general time each year, their arrivals

Hudson Strait

were also at approximately the

at
same

A further factor which adds to the

time of year.

homogeneity of the log books arose from the fact

that the winds and currents carried the ice to the
south shore.
tialty

As a result,

the ships followed essen-

the same route through the Strait

and therefore,

annually,

the same fandmarks in the Strait

were referred to throughout the entire L2O-year
period.

All of these factors combine to create

a source of data which has a high degree of
homogeneity, and is therefore well-suited

to

systematic study.
In addition to these advantages is the fact
that the Hudsonrs Bay

Company

usually dispatched

a

convoy of ships from England thereby providing more

than one log book each year.

Further additions to

the cotl-ection are also frequently available since
more than one crew member generally kept a 1og

book on a ship.

Consequently, a choice of log

books, a means of cross-checking, and of filling
gaps exist in most years.

1)

REVIEI^I OF PERTINENT LITERATURE

\,r/hereas much

the interpretation
climatic

work has been done regarding

of the historical

change, there is virtual1y

evidence of
no literature

j

directly

related to the use of shipsr log books in

the study of historicaf

sea ice conditions.

Much

of the research which has been conducted in the field
of hístorical- climatology in general-, has been
confined to land-based observations either in the
form of. v¿eather journals or diaries, or in the form
of

other documentary sources the prime concerns

of which were not oriented towards the climate.
Historical weather journals appear, àt
first,

to have the obvious advantage of being

direct sources of ctimatic information in a numericaf
f orm. \,r/hile

these sources have some uses, they are

however, fraught with many disadvantages arising from
a fack of standardization of the instruments and
observational practices. As Lamb points out:
"Use of the early observations
for comparative studies invofves
many problems of antiquated unj-ts'
different in each country, antiquated
instrument scales, the actuaf
performance of the instruments, and
how they were exposed. rl

(L974: 42)
These problems can be deaf t v,rith, but not wlthout

considerable work and speculation.

This was made

clear in the research conducted by Manley (1946)
on the temperature trends from L753 to 1945 in
Lancashire, England. In this study, Manley

was

confronted with several documents containing
temperature records of varying durations and degrees
of reliability.
it

v¿as

In order to utilize

these data,

necessary to reduce all of the observations to

standard in order to homogenise the results.
In a fate; study, Manley (1953) again reduced the
observations of several different weather journals
a

common

in the reconstruction of mean monthly temperatures
for centraf England for the period 1698 to

1-952.

Kington (I97O ) uti,l ized a source of
historical

weather data for the late lBth century

which was much more homogeneous than that used by
Manley. These records were kept by the members of the
/./ Royale
Societe
de Medecine, to provide a means of
ascertaining the relationships

between illnesses

and epidemics :âfld the weather and seasons. A degree

of standardization of these observations was ensured
by the fact that the Sociátá provided instructions
for those performing the observations.
"The first voÌume of the official
history of the Society contains a
section on meteorological observations
in which it was ensured that standardized
and comparable reports woul-d be made
by discussing in detail both instrumentalequipment and observing technique.rl

(Kington, L97Oz 7O)
These records of the Soci'etá exist not only for

France , but also f or the Low Countries, Ital-y '
Switzerr-and, and England.

conditions

Historical- evidence of climatic
has also been found in numerous indirect
which make incidental

sources,

references to weather.

These

sources of data are much more extensive in
occurrence than historical

weather records and vary

vridely in their origins and degrees of reliability.
Some of the earliest sources are from China and are
found in the carvings on oracle bones.
carvings describe harvests, agricultural

These

practices,

of snow and rain for the period
BC (Cfriao-min Hsieh, I976). References

and predictions
14OO

to

11OO

to natural phenomena in Chinese poetry have afso
been interpreted,

and date back to C.3OO0

(Cfriao-min Hsieh , I976)

BC

.

In Canada, the longest and most complete
source of historical-

documentary data is contained

in the records of the Hudson's Bay Company.
MacKay and Macjr:.ay (1965) used the journals of the
Company's posts to derive dates of freeze-up and

break-up of the Churchill and Hayes RÍvers for the
l8th to the 2oth centuries. A subsequent study by
Moodie and Catchpole (1975) employed the post

Ê

journals of Churchill I'actory, York Factory, Fort
Albany, and Moose I'actory in deriving the freeze-up
and break-up dates of the four rivers on which these

posts were located.

They also presented a detailed

encountered in

discussion of the difficulties

defining the terms freeze-up and break-up.

A

major portion of this study was devoted to the testand validity

ing of the ref iability

of the data,

which i-s of importance in any study employing the
methods of content analysis.

Any review of the literature

to the historicaf

pertaining

evidence of climatic change

would be incompfete if it ignored the research of
LeRoy Ladurie (tgZl)

I'rance since the year
study

v¿as

in which the climate of
1OOO

based primarily

harvests with additional

is reconstructed.

on the records of wine
information provided by

gJ-aciology and pollen studies.

contribution

made

This

The most valuabfe

by this study is not in its con-

clusions about the climate per se, but rather in
its insights into the methodologies and means of
utilíz|ng

the data sources which are avai.lable.
The scope of the direct and indirect

data sources has been well documented.

A

cï

noted authority
Lamb

in historical

climatology, H.H.

has done a considerabl-e amount of work in making

known the importance of this type of research,

its data sources, and the means of using the
data (Lamb,

1-974

and I975).

His research cufminated

in two volumes entitled Climate: Present. Past and
Future (1977), the second vofume being devoted to
rrClimati c history and the fu'ture".

This vof ume

combines the work of numerous researchers, data

sources, and methodologies in describing global
climates since the Quaternary ice ages.
This is by no means an exhaustive review
of the literature

in this field but is a brief
A large

summary of the more noteworthy studies.

proportion of the remaining l-iterature
discussed by Lamb

(1-977 )

has been

.

It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that the rol-e of historical evidence of
cl-imatic change in general is weÌ1 documented.
However, there liave been very few studies relating

specifically

to historical-

sources of sea ice

datar or to the use of shipsr log books.
Much of the previous research into

historicaÌ

sea ice conditions has been done in

I

Iceland, and published in Icelandic.

One of the

Icetandic studies, by Fridriksson (1-969) examines
rrThe

Effects of Sea Ice on Flora, Fauna,

AgricultureI

and

in Iceland since the last ice'age,

but is not based on documentary historical
evidence. Another Icelandic study which does
use historical-

documents in an examination of

sea ice has been done by Bergthórsson

, and
study of historical

Ís often cited as a reliable
sea ice conditions.
the relationships
in lcel-and for

This research investigates

betv¿een drift

1OO0

( fOOS )

years.

ice and temperature

In this concise report,

Bergthorsson not only presents his methodology
and conclusions, but also provides a discussion of

his data sources and the difficulties

arising from

them, and how these problems were sol-ved.
An early historical

cl-imatological study

based on the movements of sailing vessels
undertaken by Privett

and Francis

(

fgSg ) .

data were obtained from Lloydrs Lists,

was

Their

published

since 1734, by Lloydrs of London. By using dates
of departures and arrivafs

an attempt was made to

". . .use the speeds of sailing ships crossing the
North Atlantic Ocean during the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries to infer secuf ar varj.ations in
the strength of the Trade winds'r. ( 1959 z 292) . Many
were encountered owing mainly to the

difficulties

fact that the actuaf log books were not used

and

therefore, the speeds had to be calculated by using
the time of passage and the sailing distance.
A recent study by Douglas, Lamb, and
) was based, iri part, or the contents
of 1og books. This research is concerned

Loader

(1,978

with the state of the weather during the
voyage of the Spanish Armada. Although a portion
specifically

of the information was obtained from 1og book
accounts, much of the data were derived from fetters
and diaries,

and were then compared with Tycho

Brahe's weather observations in Denmark.

The

prod.uct of this research v'¡as the construction of
maps depicting the pressure systems from July 22 to

October 1 of

1-5BB

The only known study which uses shipsl
1og books in the analysis of past climates vlas

conducted by Oliver and Kington (1-970). This

research examined the log books of the Royal
which are availabte for the period

1"678

Navy

to 1809.

using mainly references to winds, the synoptic

By

èâ3

&.ß-

conditions for the period v/ere mapped and analyzed.
Although the methodoJ-ogy employed v¿as not presented
in detail,

the discussion regarding the advantages

and disadvantages of the log books, as well as the

definition

of terms used in them, proved to

be

very useful.
2)

PLAN

0F

THESTS

Chapter II presents a description of the
Hudsonrs Bay Companyrs 1og book coflection,

and

discusses the considerations leading to the selection
of the data used in this studY
The retrievaf

of the data and the

methodology employed in the analysis of the data

are the focus of Chapter III.
difficulties

and theoretical

Some

of the

problems which were

encountered are also given in this chapter.
The results derived in Chapter III

presented in Chapter IV.

are

ß.2

CHAPTER

]I

BACKGROUND INFORI'{ATION AND DATA SELECTION

EXTENT OF RECORD AND SURVEY OF LOG BOOK CONTENTS

ContaÍned within the Hudsonrs Bay Company's

Archives are the actuaf log books of the Company's
ships which were engaged in the fur trade and served
to supply the posts on Hudson Bay. The earliest

tog

book of this coll-ection dates back to I75I, and the

record continues virtual-ly
gap exists for the years

unbroken to IB7O. The only

, '40. and '4I, uherefore
the record for the l,ZO-year period is approximately 98%
1839

complete. fn fact, more than one ship often yielded
1og book each year.

a

This serves to increase the number of
of

log books available to 3l-6. The frequency distribulion
the numbers of ships yiei-ding logs in each year is given
in Table II.

1-.

One may add to thís number of ships per year

yielding logs, the fact ¡hat quire often more than
person kept a log on each ship.

By the addition of

one
'Ehese

documents, the number of books increases to 485. As

result of this multipliciby

a

of log books. cross-checks

are made possible for both a given year, and a given ship.
The numbers of ships per year. their

names. and descinations

4n

.,{ c'l

TABLE

II.1:

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SHIPS

YIELDING LOG BOOKS PER

OF SHIPS PER
YEAR, YIELD]NG LOGS
NUMBER

YEAR

NUMBER OF
YEARS

o

Ja

1

4

2

46

Õ
J

54

4

12

E

2

J

(Catchrpole and Moodie,

1"978: 129

)

ß&

can be seen in Figures II.1

(a) and (n).

Not only are ¡he Hudson's Bay Company log
books a valuabfe data source in terms of their extenr;
and overlap of coverage, but

Lhey,-arq

also of value with

respecE to the high degree of' uniformity wibh which

the entries were made. This characteristic
attributed

can

be

to three fundamental- fac'Ûors.
The first

factor arises from the disciplined

requlred of a seaman involved in as hazardous a voyage as was undertaken in the journey from
Britain to Hudson Bay, and back. A part of this

way of life

discipline

is evident in the requirements put forth

governing the contents of the log books, such that all
activities

and occurrences of the voyage were to

recorded.

Thls is apparent from the instructions

be

for

the keeping of Ìogs that were handed down by the Brltish
Admiral-ty in the eighteenth century:
'rHe I tfre Captain or Commander] is. f rom
the time of his going on board, to keep a
Journaf , according to the Form set down. . .
and to be careful to note therin all
Occurences. viz. Pface where the ship is
at Noon; changes of wind and weather;
safutes with the reasons ühereof; remarks
on unknown Places; and in general. every
Circumstance that concerns the Ship. her
Stores, and Provisions. "
(Oliver and Kington. 1970 :522)

The second facror leading to the high degree

iI-l

1760

17:10
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found amongst the log books is that the
ships followed essentially the same route each year.
There are two reasons
as is iflusirated in FigureII.2.

of uniformity

for this yearty similarity

in the rouLes. and these are

best exptained if the voyage 1s divÍded into two segments.
The first segment constituted the Atlantic crossing.
and the second invol-ved the passage through Hudson
Strait and into the Bay. \¡/ithin the f irst segment '
the use of latitudinal
to a particufar

route.

navigation necessiuated adherence
This method of navigation

was

necessary since it was impossible to determine tongitu-

dinal posltions accurately before the invention.

and

widespread use of the chronometer. Therefore' bY sail-

ing along an approxÍmately constant l-ine of latltude '
the gap between the Orkneys (SgoOf'ru) and Cape Farewell.
accurately bridged.
(even after
This method of navigation was not Ínfallible
the invention of the chronometer) as was evident in

Greenfand (OOoOO'N) coufd be fairly

the following situation

described by Lleutenant Edward

Chappell in his narrative of an LBIA voyage:
"The Victqrious had struck on a rock, irt
latitude 66021 'N. longitude 53047'W; entirely
owÍng to the coast of Greenfand having been
laid down four degrees wrong in the Admiralty
Charts. "
(Chappell. L97O :37)
The primary reason for the simiÌarities

in the routes

followed in the second segment of the voyage (rhrough
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Hudson Strait

in particutar)

is simpJ-y the resul-t of

the avoidance of ice:
"Entering HUDSON'S STRAITS, it is a
necessary precaution to keep cl-ose in
with the northern shore; as the currents
out of HUDSONTS and DAVIS' STRAITS meet
on the south side of the entrance. and
carry the ice with great velocity 1;o bhe
southward, along the coast of LABRADOR.TI
(Chappell. t970 :40-4L)
Although this fact applles primarily

to the westward

journey, the fandmarks established as a result of this
practice of hugging the north shore aided in

Ehe

navigation of the eastward voyage as wel1.
The third characteristic

to be a

common

which was found

efement of bhe contents of the 1og books

is the time of year in which the ships sailed.
was the case with the simifarities

As

found in the routes,

it was prÍmarily the presence of ice 1n Hudson Strait
and Bay which required that the ships saif at

particufar

time of year.

a

The following quotation from

Edward Chappellrs narrative

serves to illustrate

this

poinù :

'rlt is a rule with the Hudsonrs Bay Company
to make their ships alr,vays break ground on
the 29rh of May; although sometimes. they do
not leave the river Thames before June.'l
(Chappel1. I97O
In summary therefore,
characteristics

:

B-9

)

there are two baslc

which favour the use of the Fludsonrs

Bay

Æ,a

Companyrs ships' log books in an historical

envÍronmen-

tal stud,y: the extent of the record, and the consistencies within the 1og books. The record is both comprehensive ín terms of the actual number of consecutive
years of log book availability,

and it Ís also extensive

in terms of the number of logs available in each year.
Secondly, the high degree of consistency found within
the contents of the log books is advantageous. This
factor is the result of the combination of the following
three circumstances:
i)

the existence of regulations governing

the information which was to be contained within the
log books;
ii)

timitations

which were imposed by both

state of navigational technology

the prevailing

by the presence of ice in Hudson Stralt
same route to be followed each year;
iii )

causing

and
t-he

the seasonal presence of ice which

caused the ships to sail- at approxlmately the

same

time each year.
CONTENTS AND FORMAT OF THE LOG BOOKS

Although the instructions
required that all activities

from the Admiralty

and events which occurred

on the voyage be recorded, various aspects of the

Ð't

contents of the logs differ

from book to book.

These

arose as a result of the personal perceptions
of the individual keeping the log book. one individual
might place more emphasis on the actual sailing activities
variations

(such as the raising anci lowering of sails), whereas
another might focus more attention on the activities
of the crew, or on the description of the state of
the weather. The one element common to all of the
log books however, was the frequent description of
ice, and the activities requlred to deal with the ice
in Hudson Strait.

This is expected in view of the

hazards to sailing

imposed bY ice.

Figure II.3

illustrates

a typical page of

a log book, which represents one Z4-hour period. The
common practlce was to let the top half of the page
represent
from

OOOh

to 24OOh, and the bottom half extend
to 12OOh in lhe nexÜ day. Therefore, iÍi
14OOh

Figure II.3,

the upper half of the page refers to

6 August and the bottom half to 7 August.

The

problem of separating days is not apparent in this
example as the change of days has been recorded.

This

was not the case however, in the majority of the tog
books.

Each log book page was ruled into 7 columns.

the first

three cofumns (from the left-hand side)
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II-3

SA-r\IPLE LOG BOOK PA.GE

(liudson's llay Conipany
Àrcirives, c1/365)

æ,,8

'K', and rFr represenb hour,
knots, and fathoms, respecbively. Routine entries
Winds lvere quite
were mad.e aL 2 hour intervals.
v'/hich are headed 'H',

faithfully

recorded in terms of the directionaf

component. It was unclear however as to whether rhe
column headed 'K' (knots) referred to the speed of
the wind or of the ship (nut it was presumed to be
the speed of the ship ) . The next column, r\,{eather'
generally referred to conditlons of visibility

with

more detailed references being found under the heading

of rRemarks'
In many logs there was afso a noon entry
of location. a summary of important events (of the
precedÍng 24 hours), and a descrlption of the sailing
conditions of the ship at noon. This information was
usually found at the bottom of the page in a space
which was set aside for this purpose. Comments whlch
referred to ice conditions were also often found in
this section, however most ice information was contained
i-n the Remarks column at the hour at which the observation was made. A few typical comments which refer
to ice condÍtions can be found in Figure III.3.
example:

for

&4

i;i:* ;:":1"
rTurning through thick Ice.
"::t;*3iå"t^î:Î
'

'Rowing and towing in Open lce.
'Forcing thror thlck lce. '"
( Log of the ship King George,
August 6 and 7, 176I. Hudsonl
Bay Company Archives C 1/'365 )
'

It is interesting

to note that throughout the

log books bhe capitalization

of words seemed to

be

It appears however, that the

somewhat arbitrary.

word 'f cer was commonly capital-ized and it is temp-bing
to assume that this was done to give a distlnct
importance to the word
SAMPLING OF THE DATA

Since the Hudson's Bay Company's colfection
of

J-og

books is a highJ-y díverse source of environmentaf

information.

it was important that the data to

used were carefulJ-y selec¡ed.

The major advantage

is the elimination

of this selectivity

be

of extemporaneous

information which could only serve to confuse and
plicate the retrieval

com-

and anal-ysis of the relevant

data.
The following

is a list

of quesrions which

serve to poÍnt out the procedure by which

Ehe

data

be retrieved lrom t^re log books were selected.
\¡/HAT

chosen, and

WHY?

environmental factor should

be

'üo

&æ

\¡/HERE

woul-d be the most appropriate

location to investigate

the particular

factor.

and

\,VHY?

\,{HEN

and

\¡/HY?
HOI,V

and

would this element be most evident,

shouf d the data cof lection

proceed.

\dHY?

There are essentially

three types of environ-

mentaf information ava1lable in the 1og books: sea
ice, meteorologlcal conditions (particularly winds),
and sea currents. Of these 'bhree. sea ice was chosen
as the focus of this study.

This decision had its

foundation in two fundamentaf factors.
ice posed a definite

Because sea

threat to the success of the

voyages and to the l-ives of the crew members. it

was

assumed that the ice conditions would be recorded

carefulJ-y and faithfully.

The obvious advantage of

this premise may be tempered by the fact that nor all
sea ice conditions were hazardous. Regardless of thls
fact, a cursory examination of the log books definitely
indicated a persistence in the noting of ice conditions.
It was also anticipated that even if the persons recording the ice conditions ignored the non-hrazardous
situations, they would most Ìike1y be rsensitiver
moderate

and.f

or severe situatlons.

to the

&æ

The second element which contributed 'bo the

selection ofæa ice was ibs potential
studies.

uses in fucure

In a study of drif t ice and l,emperature in

the past millenium, Bergthorsson. found that it is
possible to derive a cemperature record from suudies
of bhe amount and frequency of the occurrence of
drift ice. Bergthórsson (1969 :94 stated:
"A fairly good correlation has been found
between temperature and the incidence of

drif t ice in lcel-and. ThÍs relation is used
to estimate the temperature in Iceland in
the period 1591-1846. rl

Although the ice found in Hudson Strait
there, by knowing its place of origln,

was not formed
one might be

able to reconstruct a temperature record for that
region. (See Appendíx C for further discussion)
In summary, sea ice was chosen as the focus
of ùhis study as a resuft of the following:
i ) as it posed a hazard, or at feast an
obstacfe to navigation. it was felt chal- sea ice
conditions woufd be frequently recorded;
ii)

and

since meteorological records for the

l8th and 19th centuries (for the region encompassed
by the log books) are virtuafly

non-existenb, sea

ice information could prove useful as a means for
inferring

temperatures.

*ry

The second question asked which geographical

area, in the voyage from Brlcain to Hudson Bay and back
would be the most appropriate to invesbigate sea ice
Once the first

conditions.

question had been answered,

the options for the second were greatly reduced.
only two focations which could be considered
Hudson Strait

The fact that the Strait

channel is the most significant

of

Hudson

is a confiued
factor on which this

decision was based. In bhe restrictive
Strait,

became

and Hudson Bay. The former was sefected

as a resuf L of two fac¡ors characterlstic
Strait.

The

bounds of the

ice posed both a hazard and an obstacfe to

navigation, and therefore it was once again

assumed

that much care would have been taken to describe the
ice and the actions taken to avoid it.

fn

Hudson

Bay, encounters with ice coufd be avoided with greater
ease due to the leeway afforded by the unconfined Bay.

In the Strait

however, 1t was fess often possible to

change course, and it was not inconceivable to find

that a portlon of the channef, ahead of ¡he ship.
had become completely blocked by ice.

Secondly, the choice of Hudson Strait

was

based upon the fact that an accurate locacionaf fix
was more easily determined in the Strait

than in

mid-ocean, or i-n the crossing of Hudson Bay.

The

æ.8

locations in the Strait were given in terms of Ìandmarks on the shores and on isÌands in the Strait.
The tlme of year in which ice conditions

would be most evident was the next point ¡o
resolved.

be

The most obvious time to choose was one

in which the greates't problems wlth ice were expected
to be encountered. Following a basic examination
of the log books. and paying particuf ar attention to
'che voyages ûhrough Hudson Strait.

it appeared that

the greatest amounts of ice were found during füe outward or westward portion of the voyage. The average
during the westward

date of entry into the Strait,
voyage was found to be 27 July.

As indicated in Figures

II4 (a) and (b), this period is one in whlch

1ce

amount is decl-ining and therefore is

broken and in

movement (according to modern data).

The average

date of entry into the Strait

on the eastward voyage

was 20 September, a period whlch, according to

ice-free.
Flgures II .4 (a) and (b) , \¡/as virtually
Consequently. the westward portion of the voyage
(through Hudson Strait)

was chosen as the prime focus

of this research.
The methods of data col l-ection and analysis

were the final

questions to be resolved.

decided that the coÌlection

ft

was

of locatlonal- data shouÌd
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be the point of departure for three reasons.

The

fundamental basis for this decision was that it

was

f ixes \^/ere provided either

known that locationaf

throughour each day, or were contained at least
within the noon entry.

ft was also found that this

practice was performed in a routine manner by referring
to a somewhat sefective group of landmarks.

By

contrast, the exact manner in which ice conditions
were recorded was not initially

known.

Furthermore, it would eventually
necessary to collect

this locational

become

data since

information regar:ding the nature of ice conditions
woufd be somewhat out of context if it were not known
where these conditions occurred.

I'inally,

it was felt

that it might

be

possible to make preliminary assumptions about sea
ice from the locatlonal

data.

It was strongly

advised. for instance, that the ships should foflow
the north shore of the Strait as closely as possible
in order to avoid the ice which drifted
shore.

to the south

If the locational- data reveafed that a mlgration

of the normaf northern route to the southern shore
had occurred, then two assumptions coufd be
i)

made:

ice was not being carried to the south

shore due to a change in the currents; or

1-¿

Øs

a"& e-

ii)

there was a decrease in ice amounts.

Other assumptions coufd be made based upon the

number

of days which were spent at any one location.

As

result of unusually frequent references to the

same

location,

a

one may be led to assume that the postpone-

ment was due to ice.

This assumption woul-d arise only

if there were no accompanying comments concerning
adverse weather, or delays due to trade.

Essentially
was collected initially

j-)

then, locational

information

to serve a threefold purpose:

to provide familiarity

with the methods

of recording sea ice information in the 1og books;
ii)

to fu]fil1

the eventual necessity of

knowing where the particul-ar ice conditions occurred;

iii)

to al1ow preliminary assumptions to

be

made about sea ice in order ro gain an impression of

the ways in which ice conditions might be expected
to vary.
The above discussion represents the first

phase of the data retrieval

process. and served as

a

foundation for the second phase on which this thesis
is primarily

focussed.

There are basically

two avenues of approach

open in attempting to glean information on sea ice

from the 1og books, as Figure TI.5 j-llustrates.

The

r','\
^
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first,

and mosr direct method employs Ûhe use of

actual descriptions of Ehe ice.
this nature incfude its:

Descriptions of

thickness, aerial extent.

frequency of occurrence: and speed and direction
movement. These elements were all found to

of

be

available in the log books in varying degrees of
The second, and more

frequency and standardization.
indirect

approach is one which makes use of lhe

comments referring

sailing

activities.

referring

to the effects of the ice
fn this regard, all

on

comments

to navigational practices, which were

necessitated by varying degrees of sea ice severity,
are relevant.

These comments include references

to sucli events as being enclosed by the ice or
fast in ice.

ft was this second procedure which

was chosen for the foltowÍng reasons.

Atthough the firsc
more likely

approach may

seem

to generate direct ice information.

it has its main weakness in the fact that it is
highly subjective.

Because sea ice amounts were

not measured instrumentally,
ice were based entirely

all descriptions of

upon personal observatlons.

It is also possible that many ice conditlons mighc
not have been included at all

(

ln a descriptive

sense) in some cases, owing to the fact that the

ffi4

particufar
important.

captain may not have considered

uhem

Should special navigational measures

been necessary to deal- with the ice however, an

accurate recordlng of those ac¡ivitj-es would have
been required. Thls record woufd lack the subof ice observations since it was simply
a report of the activities takÍng place on board
the ship. This does not necessarily mean that lhe
jectivity

which were recorded lack

navigational activities
any subjectivity.

The weakness here lies

fact that the activity

in the

chosen was based, to

some

degree, upon the cap'bainsr experience and percepA partial redemption of
tion of the situation.
this weakness l-ies in the assumption that the
captalns were motivated to act in a manner such
that the ship and her crew woufd be brought to safety
and returned to its course with the least amount of
risk and delay in time. By accepting thls premise.
one might also expect certain actions to coincide

with certain situations,

and since these were lBth

and 19th century sailing

ships, it would seem that

there were very few options available for coping with
the varying degrees of ice severity.
The next reason for selecting this path

of investlgation

is, in essence: a restaiement of

ÐHa.,

e,

lhe hypothesis whlch was presented in the introduction to
this thesis. This factor follows quite closely from the
hypothesis in that if there were a small number of choices
avallable as responses to ice conditions, then one may

be

sltuation
able to work 'backwardsr and arrive at the initiaf
by knowing the reaction. Since the presence or absence of
sea ice in Hudson Strait

was likety

to influence navigation,

then it woufd follow that the methods of navlgation, which
were employed, ought to yield evidence of the nature of the
côa

i

na

further reason for embarkj-ng on this line of
investigation is somewhat more indirect, but 1s nevertheless
significant. In Figure II.5, the fourth component under the
heading ttBff ects of Sea Ice on Sailingrr is rduration' , which
essentially bridges the other three since they, trr turn, are
reffected in the duration. This factor represents another
possibfe indication of the severity of sea ice which is based
on the supposition that it was desirable for the ships to
pass through the Strait as quickly as possibl-e. It will- be
shown in Chapter III that adverse vùeather and trade generally
caused no delays exceeding one or two days. Therefore,
should the duration of the voyage have been retarded to any
great degree, then the probable cause would have been j-ce.
The rofe played by trade and severe weather in the dealy of
voyages through the Strait was unknown until the analysis
One

s6
was in progress, and therefore, 'ooth meteorological and

trade events were also transcribed from the log books.
The prime concerns of this preliminary

the research were to become famifiar

stage of

with the contents

and format of the 1og books, and more importantfy,

sel-ect data which would facilitate

to

an opbimum use of the

log books. This shoul-d not imply that once this has been
accomplished the potential

information contained within the

logs witl have been exhausted. On the contrary, it is
hoped Lhat the decisions made aL this stage will

serve to

open the doors for more in-depth and varied lnvestlgations

in the future.

ffiV

CHAPTER

III

DATA RETRIEVAL AND ANALYSIS

The rerrieval

and analysis of the data were

undertaken in two phases since the precise nature of
the contents of the log books was initially
The first

phase centered on the coffection

unknown.

and inter-

pretatlon of the locations and dates of both the
westward and eastward voyages through the Strair.
The second phase involved a return to the Hudsonrs
Bay Companyrs Archives in order to colfect

to adverse weather conditions,

references

trade, and to

the

navigational activities

undertaken to secure a safe

passage in the vicinity

of sea ice.

This second stage

focussed only on the westward-bound voyages, because
the first

phase of the investigation

indicated that

sea ice posed a more severe threat to navigation
during that portion of the voyage.
I.

DATA RETR]EVAL

In order to select data which pertained to
Hudson Strait

only. 1t was necessary first

lis eastern and wesl-ern limii;s.

to define

The naturaf limiis

are roughly located ar Resolution and Buttons Isfands

E]Õ

in the east and at Dlggs and Salisbury or Nottlngham
Isf ands in the wes'c. The naturaf tendency for i:hese
isl-ands to serve as gareways 'bo and from bhe Strait
is quite apparent in Figure III-1.
it was not known whether any or

Initially.

all of these islands were referred to in the log books.
As i û happened, alf of the above locations were
referred to, and Resofution and Diggs Islands were
most often mentioned. Consequently. the eastern
western limits

and

were set at Resolution and Diggs
The remainlng three isl-ands

Isfands respectively.
were used as llmits

when a particular

log book did

not give any references to Resolution andior Diggs
Island(s).

As a result of this decision. the first

menrion of Resofution fsfand, and the last reference
to Dì-ggs Island marked. respectively,

the entrance

to, and departure from, Hudson Strait

on the westward

journey, (vice versa for the eastward voyage).
As stated in Chapter II,
by plotting

it was hoped that

the l-ocations of the ships as they passed

through Hudson Strait,

evidence of ice conditions or

severity might be reveafed.
data colfection

The initial

involved the transcribing

sbage of

of daily

noon locations and dabes of each voyage through Hudson

Strait

from the log books. At this stage, the decision
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to focus on the westward portion of the voyages had
not been made. and therefore dates and locations cited
during both passages were coflected.

Figure III-2

contains an example of che data cards used to facilitate transcription.
Section (a) of Figure III-2
particular

identifies

the

voyage in terms of the year in which the

voyage v/as made. the name of the ship, the archival

reference number (all of the Hudsonrs Bay

Companyrs

1og books are catalogued as C1 followed by a piece

number), the officer

or person who was responsible

for keeping the log book, and whether the card represented the eastward or westward voyage. Bel-ow this,
in section (n), transcriptions from the tog books
were made based upon the noon observations.

When a

focatÍonal reference was not available at noon. the
entry cl-osest to it was taken. and the time of that
reference was noted in the rRemarksr column.

The

se]ection of the noon observation was based on the
following factors.

Since the time scafe of ihe eutire

record spanned f2O years, it was felt

that more

ühan

one observation per day would be too sensitive for

the requirements of this study.

By choosing to use

the same time each day, tv¿o objectives were met:
i) a degree of standardization was preserved,

and
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the interval

24 hours.

between observations was fixed at

Furthermore. the noon entry usuafly provided

other information regarding sailing
grid locations,

condltions, weather,

and also often served as a summary of

the day's activities.
Once the ships had entered Hudson Strait,

locatlonaf references were primarily

given in terms

of landmarks, and their distances and directions
the ship.

These two el-ements were listed

headings of the Pl-ace Name and Distance.

from

under the
A total of

15 fandmarks were consistenbly referred bo, and are
listed
west

in the order of their -Location from east to

:

Resolution Istand (an¿ portions of the island)
East Bluff of the North Shore
Buttons Island
Lower Savage Isfand

Saddleback Island

Middle Savage Island
Upper Savage Island

Lakeirs InÌet
Islands of Godrs Mercies
Cape Weggs

Charl-es Island
Cape 1¡Volstenholm
0i:

åii1:.li?'{JË4,

{^1f¿>n
nigQ
*irrÈ¡l'tþ"

,-

.4&

Salisbury Isfand
Nottingham fsfand

Diggs Island
These l-ocations are shown in Figure III-1.

I t should

be noted that all but the last six focations are

on

the north shore, and only Cape \deggs. Charf es Isfand.
Cape \,Volstenhof m, and Diggs f sland are on or near

the south shore.
The distances from these l-andmarks to the

ships were usually given in leagues ( 1 league
miles), and the directions were based on the

,a
_J

3

2-point

compass.

The Remarks column was provided for the

purpose of noting the time on those occasions when

the recording was not made at noon, and for transcribing
comments which referred

example of thls

to exceptionaf conditions.

An

bype of exceptional condition 1s:

have passed the greatest quanblty
lof ice] I ever saw in Hudsonrs
S traÍ ts bef ore . 'l

"\,r/e

(

Log of the Ship King George
Ausugt 9, I778. Hudsonrs Bay
Company Archives, CI/3BZ)

As was explained in

.

Chap

ter fI,

more than

one log book was often avaílable in a glven year.
However, only one 1og book per year was used. This

decision was made as a îesult of the fact that

when

&

two or more ships sailed, they usually saifed in
convoy and their log books tended to dupllcate inforThe value of the additional

mation.

log books

was

to provide a source by which exceptional conditions
reported in one log book could be verlfied
\¡/hen more

than one book was available,

by another.

the 1og which

appeared to contain the most complete and legible

account was sefected for analysis.

2.

DATA ANALYSIS

a)

Temporal analysis
The dates on which the ships arrived at the

western and eastern limits
graphically

of the Strait

are

shown

in Figure III.3(a) eotn the westward

and

eastward voyages exhibited a high degree of variability.

Table IV.1 presents the mean dates of arrivaf

at

ResoÌution and Diggs Islands, and the ranges within
which the dates ffuctuated.
To facilitate

their stabistical

manipulation.

the dates were expressed as numbers of days after May 2.
Thus, 3 May. the earliest

daue on which an entry was

made in a 1og book is day 1 and 25 December ( tfre last

dabe on which a 1og book entry was made) is day 237.

By using this sys'bem of numbering - the mean dates in

Table III.1
equarion:

were calcufated from the followlng
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TABLE

III.1:

SUMMARY OF DATES OF ARRIVAL

AT

RESOLUTION

AND DIGGS ]SLANDS

\^/EST!fARD VOYAGES

RESOLUTION DIGGS
ISLAND
]SLAND

Mean

date

27 July

Earliest
24 June
date
Latest

date

B Sept.

Range 77 days

EAST!úARD VOYAGES

DIGGS
ISLAND

RESOLUTION
ISLAND

1l August

20 Sept.

25 Sept.

L4 July

22 August

26 August

15 Sept.

t9 October 26 October

64 days

59 days

62 days

â.e

237

x..L

=

I -t

.

where:

i

I

-..-

1
f

.

a

L

1

-.

Q

.

.

.

.

(i)

a1'7I

-Q

mean date
total number of observations

Y

N=

Flgure III. 4 gives a comprehensive overview
of the temporal variations

when the ships were situated at

This ilfustrates
particufar

between the annual voyages.

locations,

and it also placed in

perspec-

tive the rel-ative length of time that the ships were
as compared with the durations of

in Hudson Strait

the remainders of the voyages. The dots running along
the bottom portion of the graph represent the dates
which the ships left

the Thames estuary.

between these dots and the l-ower limit

vertical

The space

of the thlck

fines above them is representative of the

westward Atlantic

crossing.

These l-ines illustrate

the durations of the westward voyages through
Strait.

Hudson

Above these fines is another gap which depicts

the interval

spent in Hudson Bay; followed by thin

vertical'lines

which depict the eastward voyages

through the Strait.
Atlantic

on

Likewise are shown the return

crossings. and the dates of return to the
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The principal

relevance of this informatÍon

became evldent when consldered in relauion to the second

palr of graphs in Figures III.'3(b) (iÞnd
graphs iflustrate

the durations, in numbers of days,

of each.passage through the Strait
(

3(b) (íi)These

on the westward

III.3b í)a.nd eastward ( III.3oii¡voyages.

summarizes the most basic statistics

Table III.2

concerning the

durations.
The mean durations were cafcufated by the

application of equation (1), and the standard deviation
by equation (2) below:

(2)
N

Clearly, there are large variations
durations of voyages through the Strait.
exhibited in Table III.2

in the

This is

by the ranges of 3-2I days

and 5-54 days, and by the standard deviations of
3.31 and 9.25 for Ehe eastward and westward portÍons
respeccively.

A second feaLure shown by these graphs

-&.

Y+

TABLE

TII.2:

DURATIONS OF VOYAGES THROUGH HUDSON

STRAIT IN

\,úESTI^/ARD

Mean duration

Standard deviation

DAYS

VOYAGES

EAST\^/ARD VOYAGES

Ì6

9.25

a
J.

Minimum duration

Maximum

duration

54

2I

a1
JA

'1

f>

6s

ÐÞ d!

is that the westward voyages were of a considerably
longer duration than the eastward voyages. Based upon
the mean durations in Table III.2, the westward mean
(16 days) was slightly more than twice that of the
eastward voyages (7 days). It was hypotheslzed that
perhaps this disparity

was caused by:

i ) more ice in Hudson Strait which posed
an obstacle to the westward journey;
ii)

more favourabl-e winds on the return voyage.

It was primarÍly

as a result of the extended westward

durations that this portion of the voyages through the
Strait

was chosen as the central focus of this study.

It was anticipated that these longer durations coul-d have
been reflective (at feast in part) of difficulties
in
navigation which were not present on the return voyages.
In posing this theory, it was necessary to assume that
there was a motivation to complete the trip

Ín

as

quickly a period of time as possible.
A third,

perhaps less obvious characteriscic

which was observed from the graphs of duration (ttt.qa
and b ) was that there were three periods of extremely

long durations, in the westward voyages. These are
identified

in Table III.3.
Although each of these periods had durations

**

ú4

TABLE

III.3:

PERIODS OF PEAK DURATIONb OF

WEST],VARD

VOYAGES

PERIOD

YEAR

DURATION (Days)

1754

43

55

ctr
UJ

1758

36

1"7

I]

L7

IfI

1B 16

54

1,81,7

46

9I

Ê1
JL

that were twice to three times greater than the mean
duration, they generally experienced fasler eastwardvoyages. Of che above s1x years, only two exhibited
extended eastward duratlons. These two years were:
1755 (eastward duration of 1I days 3 times the mean),

and 1816 in which no return voyage was possible,
apparantly due to severe ice conditions (fog of the
ship Emerald, 1816, Hudsonrs Bay

Company

Archives,

cris24).
As a result of the high degree of variability
displayed in FiguresIII.3b (1) anO (íi). it is difficult
to determine vlsualÌy whether eastward and westward
durations are directly

related.

By way of comparing the

durations for each year, a correfation
theref ore

cal- cul-a

bed using equation

(S

coefficient
) bef ow:

r = ãxy
(3)
(=x2 ) (=y2

)

where: r = correfation
x=X-i
Y=lY
The vafue of the correfation

coefficient

coefficient

is + 0.06.

was

å?Ð

The scatter diagram, with a superimposed regression

line is shown in Figure III.5.

This low correlation

demonstrates that the factors which led to delays were

seasonal rather than characteristic

of a particular

year as a whofe. Therefore, delays may have been due
to the presence of ice 1n Hudson Strait which was no
longer there by the time that the ships were engaged
in their return voyages. It is also possible however.
that this disparity

in duratlons was the result of other

factors such as prevaiting westerly winds which coufd
delay the westward voyages but favour the eastward
voyages.

The analysis of the spatial- and temporal

l-ocations of the ships also rnvolved a study of the
relationships
arrival

between i. durations and ii.

at Hudson S¡rait.

Hudson Strait

dates of

Since ice conditions in

vary seasonally, it would seem reasonable

for one to anticlpate

the existence of a reLationship

between dates of entry and durations of the westward

voyages. By using equatlon (3) a correlation coefficient
of
O.4 (significant to 99.9%) was calculated, with the
date of entry as the x - variabfe and the westward
duratron as the y - variabl-e. This correfation
coefficient

indlcates bhat only

16%

of the variations

in duration can be explained by the date of entry
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Figure III .6 shows the dístribution

and

regression line for this relationship.
b)

Analysis of shipsr focations
As discussed 1n Chapter II,

dates and locational

data v/ere collected in order to allow the voyages
through the Strait

to be plotted cartographicatly.

It was anticípated that this information might reffect
a change in ice conditions by identifying
in routes.

The application

an alteration

of this procedure was met

with several difficulties.
One problem which arose at the onset was

that quite often the locationaf
vague to facilitate

plotting.

references were too
References were frequently

made in the 1og books to the north and south shores

without specifying as to which point on the shorefine
the comment referred.

Similarly,

when dÍstances and/or directions

not given.

probfems occurred

from fandmarks were

The extent to which these limitabions

existed has been ill-ustrated

in Figure III .7 .

There were two possible sofutions to this
problem:

i)

the gaps resufting from inadequate

information coufd be bridged by interpolation;
ir)

other J-og books could be examined for
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the appropriare years to fill
possibility

The first

the gaps.

presented the obvious probl-ems

of inaccuracÍes. particularly

aL the western end of

the Strait where ¡he channef widens considerably.
Although the second possibility
completely, some difficulties
relation

-bo

was not explored
may be expecûed ín

finding log books of other shÍps whlch

were at the same place at the same time as the log
containing the gap. This avenue of filling
should. however. be considered, and will
in

Appendix

these gaps
be discussed

C., Future Research.
Desplte these difficulties,

âr attempt

was

made to plot a representative proportion of the

voyages. It was aL this point that further difficul-tles
arose in the plotting

process.

Because the ships

navigated by the use of a magnetic compass, all of
the

f

ocational references were oriented .uo the

magnetic north pole, whereas the map which was used
was based upon the position of bhe geographic north

po1e. This factor resufted in a twofold problem.
first

difficulty

arose due to the fac b that the

magne'bic poles change their

locations rhrough time.

Secondly, the amount of declination between rhe
geographic and magnetic poles changes spatially,

The

ffiw

particufarly

at the higher latitudes.

the Strait,

Therefore, wirhin

more than one isogonic line is encountered.

Had the 1og books made note of this change in declination

the probf

em

would not have existed.

This was unfor-

tunately not the case with the majority of the log
books. Afmost all of the log books gave a daily value
for the variation (either in degrees or based upon
the 32-point compass), however most of the books
ceased recording variations

By surveying the earlier

upon entering the Strait.

1og books and comparing their

entries with present day Ísogonic maps, it was found
that the magnetic declination had not changed
drastically

as to significantly

so

affect the pJ-otting

of the voyages. Consequently, the pattern of spatial
varÍations
torical

in declination within the Strait

in his-

times was assumed to be the same as at present.

Corrections for decfination were then derived from
modern maps of magnetic decllnation.
Once these problems had been overcome, it

was possible to begin plotting

initial

the voyages.

The

intent was to trace a sample of the voyages

for which the most detailed and complete locationaf
references v'lere available.

Appendix A ourfines the

breakdown of the 32-point compass and the method by

Ø;i

which uhe voyages were plotted.
Because this portion of the study was not

intended to serve as a prime focus. only a sample of
10 of the voyages was sel-ected to be plot bed. Of
these examples, three are shown in Figure III.B

ro

represent: an extremely sfov¡ voyage, a rapid voyage.
and one of average duration.

plotted in Figure III.B,

By comparing the routes

one major observation is

reveal-ed. Although the voyages represent drastically
different

duratlons, all three followed almost identicaf

routes until

reaching uhe Isfands of Godrs Mercies.
The most probable reason for this lay in the fact
that the captains were instructed to foffow the north
shore as closely as possible in order to avold the
ice as was previously noted in a quotatlon by Lleutenant
E. Chappell (1970, B-9).

This confirmed, àt least Ín

part, the hypothesis that ice conditions determined
to some degree the routes which were followed.
greater variation
the Strait

The

in routes at the western end of

could have been due to the increased width

of the channef. This afforded more leeway in selecting
the route which presented the fewest difficulties.
Since the data collected in this phase
were crude, it would have been inappropriate to have

oÇo
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subjected it to a more detailed statisticaf

analysis.

This stage of the research was a pì-lot study intended
to provide a framework for the investigation into
sea ice in Hudson Strait.
Chapter will

tigation
c)

The next section of this

deaf with the second stage of the inves-

which is the main focus of the study.
Analysis of navigationaf activi'bies
i ) preJ-iminary analysis
Although this portion of the study was to

focus on the formulation of an ice index by the
examination of navigationat activities,

references to

meteorological and trade events were afso extracted
from the 1og books. As was previously stated, if
sufficient

amounts of ice were present in the Strait.

it would be reasonable to assume bhat this would have
a retarding effect on the progress of the voyage.
However, adverse weather condi¡ions, as well as trade

activities
the ships.

might afso have impeded the advancement of
It was for the purpose of isofating

those

delays which vrere due to ice from those due to other
causes that additionaf data were collected.

Four navigationaf activities

associated with

the presence of sea ice were consistently

recorded

in the 1og books throughout the entire period.

These

t?â tu
wþ

were: being enclosed in or beset by ice;

activities

being fast in ice; grappJ-ing with ice; and tacking to
avoid ice

(

tne definitrons

of these lerms may be

found in the Glossary in Appendix B ).
situations

The first

two

seemed to be representa'bive of the most

severe ice conditions, however the distinction
being enclosed by ice and being fast in ice
somewhat unclear.

between

was

It did appear nevertheless, that

when a ship was encfosed. it was completely immobile,

whereas when it v¿as fast 1n ice some movement did

take place (either voluntarily

or by simply drifting

with the ice ) . Even though this concfusion
somewhat conjectural,

àt this stage in the analysls

the two categories were kept distinct
distinctlon

was

since

a

was made in the 1og books. A ship whlch

was beset by, or fast in, ice had no recourse but to

remain in that state until

the ice drifted

away. This

then, was seen to have bhe potenbiaf for creating
major delays.
In the case of the remaining two activities.
grappling and tacking, there were occasions on which
these activitles

were conducted for purposes other

than dealing with hazardous ice conditions.
following were two such situations

The

in which ships

i

ffiV

woufd grapple for reasons other than for protectlon

from ice:
i)
drifting

to anchor durlng the night so as to avoid

with the currents;
and

ii )

to anchor while waiting to

resume

visual contact with their consorts.
On many occasions, of course, tacking occurred to

enable the shlp to make headway into the wind or to
facilitate

a change in course.

For the purposes of

this study however. only those occasj-ons on whlch it
was specified in the log books that the ships grappled
because of dangerous ice condltions ahead, or tacked

specifically

to avoid ice were transcribed.

One further

the collection

point to be mentioned regarding

of this information relates to the

fact that in most cases more than one activity
have been employed in one day.

the activity

may

In these situations.

which was judged to be diagnostic of the

most severe ice conditlons was transcribed.
determlnation of which activity

The

represented the most

severe conditions was based upon: the context in
which it was written,

the length of the delay which

it had created, and the amount of physical contact

ffiw

with the ice which was involved.

As a resuft of this

decision, the order of priorities was as follows:
beset/encfosed (most severe ice), fast, grappling.
tacking

(

least severe

)

and

.

!{ith regards to the meteorological data,
all references to the state of the weather were
In total,

transcribed.

there were lO key words which

were used on a regular basis in all of the log books.
These key words are listed

befow:

fno
*-ö

haze

storm/squall (includes thunder and lightning)
galelstrong wind
rain
cloud

frost
snow
sl- ee

hai
When

t

1

considered individually.

only storms, gales. and

fog were expected to create delays in the voyages. It
was found however. that unless the gales were of

sufficiently

a

strong force, and from a direction which

was contrary to the course which the ships were following.

ffig

no detay of a signiflcant
hours ) was experienced.

length of time (at least

12

In fact. based upon the

comments in the log books. the only meteorological

prolonging a voyage

factor capable of significantly

appeared to be extended periods of cafm winds.

!'ew

references were actually made regarding unusually long
periods of cafm condltlons, however each voyage
recorded fog and./or haze which could have been
indicative

of a state of very weak wÍnds or calm.

Again however. there was no mention of extreme delays
created by fog.

The fog which is commonly experienced

in thls region is known as Arctic sea smoke. This
forms when colder air overJ-ays the relatively
water. thus causing condensation to occur.
is not so thick that visibiliby

warmer

This fog

would be reduced to

such a degree that the ships would be unable to move.

Since so little

coul-d be inferred with

confidence abou'b the relationship

which may have

exlsted between fog and duration, the final
in this situation

criteria

was the same as that used for the

other meteorological factors.

Because the duration

of an average westward voyage was 16 days. a delay
of less than I2 Liours was felt
period of time.

to be too short

a

Since there were very few accc¡unts

wffi

in the 1og books of extended delays belng caused by
cafm conditions,

or other meteorologlcal condi'bions.

these varlables were. for the purposes c¡f bhis study.
disregarded.

Furthermore, on those occasions in which

fog and haze, of cafm winds were experienced at the
same time as a major delay. 1ce conditions were

generally described as being a prime concern.

The

following are a few examples of this situation.
"Turning to the NNlir/ but get Little it
being Little \dind and the Ice Very Close " .
(Log of the ship Hudson's Bay,
August 10, 1753. Hudsonrs Bay
Company Archives C1.348 ) .
rrThese last two days past have fost 10

leagues which is owlng to the closeness
of the lce and Little lVindr'.

(Log of the ship King George.
August fO, 1753. Hudsonrs Bay
Company Archrves C1 /348) .
"Little wind and very calm the Ice Remaj-ns
very cl-ose cannot get füe ships under way".
(

l-og of the ship Hudsonr s Bay,
July 27 , 1755, Fludsonrs Bay
Company Archives C1l350) .

rrl¡/e

have had one of the thickest fogs. I
ever Knew; so that we coufd think of
nothing, but keeping the shlps cl-ear of
Ice: and therefore stood to the Eastward
most of the timerr .

(i-og of the ship King George.
August 4. 1776. Hudsonrs Bay
Company Archives C1 /3BO).

6&-I

Delays due to trade were also not significant
in terms of retarding the voyages to any extent.
Most trade encounters lasted for only a matter of
couple of hours.

a

The reason for this v¿as explained

in Lieutenant E. Chappeflrs Narrative as follows:
'rIt is rather remarkable, that the
habitations of the ESQUIMAUX had never
before been visited by the officers of
the HUDSON'S BAY ships, although they
had often landed in the Straits: but
this may be explained in two ways.
In the first place. the ESQUIMAUX are
evidently anxious to conceaf their
places of abode; secondly. the commanders
of the Hudson's Bay ships had directions
from the Company not to go on shore amongst
the ESQUIMAUX themsel-ves, nor to send
their boats....'l
, L97O: lll-f1 2 )
The rEsquimauxr did however occasionally trade with
(

Chappe11

the ships by meeting them in Hudson Strait
luggage boat', or on ice ffoes.

from one particufar

in canoes:

The following quotation

log book illustrates

the fact that

the wel-fare of the Hudson Bay Companyrs trade. vvas a
concern to the ships' captains.

"At B a.m. nine canoes and one luggage boat
came off but had not any whale bone or
hardly a piece of seaf skin which makes me
very apprehensive of some stranger being in
the Straits before Llsrr .
(l-og of the ship King George.
July 23. 1787. Hudsonrs Bay
Company Archives C1 /39O) .

Wø

Although trade and v¿eather conditions undoubtedly contributed to some degree to extending the
durations of the voyages, it was thought that the impact
of such situations
of ice.

was minimaf in comparison with that

As a result of this concl-usion. the study

proceeded to focus entirely

on navigational- activicies

related to ice obstruction.
There were two further points which should

be discussed before presenting the details of the
analysis.

These points are concerned with the effects

on sailing

of:
i)
iÍ)

improvements in ship design;

the amount of experience of the captains

Over the entire period encompassed by this
study. it appeared that only four types of sailing
vessels were used: brigs, frigates.
(¿efinitions

pinks. and sloops

of these types of ships may be found

in the Glossary of Terms in Appendix B ). The main
characteristic which these ships had in common was
that they were all fairly

small.

The fact that the

durations did not lessen towards the end of the
period Isee Figure III.3

(b)] was possible evidence

that ship designs were probably not drastically
al-tered.

This point coul-d be disputed on the grounds

W*
øej

that ice severlty may have increased through time but
that changes in the shlps vúere abl-e to overcome such
Had this been the case. it would have

an obstacle.

been reasonabfe to assume bhat some mention would have
been made about this situation

in the 1og books.

This was not found to be the case. however. It
assumed therefore.

that any major improvements in

ship designs, were not sufficient

to have had

effect on the navigability

significant

was

a

of the ships

through the Strait.
The effect of the captains' experience on

the durations of the voyages through Hudson Strait
was the final

factor which was considered prior to

the actual- analysis of the navigational activitles.
Figure III.9

depicts the years 1n which each captain

sailed through the Strait.

Illustrated

in this }-igure

are: the years in which each captaln sailed; the tcb"l
number of years of sailing

experience (in the Strait);

and the mean duration of the voyages undertaken by
each captain.
(

Captain Fowler had the longest history

20 years - all of them consecutive but

captains sailed through the Strait

one )

. and

only once. In

order to test the effect of these histories
durations of the voyages, a correlation

on the

coefficient
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was calculated with the number of years of experience

as the x - variable.
as the y - variable.

and the mean duration per
The coefficient

man

was found to be

-O.17 . line A in Figure II1.10 presents the regression

fine for this weak, negative relationship.
iffustrates

This

that as the number of years of experience

increased, the mean durations decreased slightly.
The coeffÍcient

of determination ("2) iltustrated

that onLy 3% of the variation

of the mean durations

could be explained by the number of years of experlence
Although these figures indicate that no significant
relationship

exists between these variables,

one

further examination was undertaken. This l-ast investigation considered the same relationships

which were

discussed above, but in this case the record of each
captain was examined individually.
these relationships

The results of

are provided in Figure III.11.

The strongest relationship

between years of experience

and duratlon was found in Captain Turnerrs record
--L
(r
= 'Q.7I), however, the positive aspect of the

relationship

was unexpected. Figure III.11

depicts a situation

(G)

where, as Captain Turner gained

experlence, it took him a longer time to sail through
the Strait.
III.11(F)

A similar situation

existed in Figure

(Captain Richards) to a lesser degree

Vffi

FIGURE
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(r = +O.Sf). In all of the other cases, there was
a slight tendency for the duratlons to decrease as
the years of experience increased; although the
average correlatlon

coefficient

values) was only -O.2.
that these correfations
samples and therefore.

(for the negative

It shoufd be noted however.
are based on small
the degree of significance

was l-ow. It is also noteworthy in Figure III.11

that bhe durationaf fluctuations

through ¡ime were

very errat-lc for each captain.
The general degree of competency of each

of the captains was consÍdered to be mainly dependeni
upon h1s background. This rhumanr factor no doubt

pÌayed some part in the ways in which they deaf t
with the hazards which were encountered in the
Strait.

An investigation

of the background

and

personality of each captain is beyond the scope of
this study.

In the light

above correfation

of the findings of the

analyses. it was declded that the

effect of experience coufd be omitted from the
invescigations of sea ice conditions.
ii )

temporal analysis
Due to the qualitative

nature of the data

the analysis was conducted by relating

the frequencies

8&

of occurrence of each variabfe,
The most important charac¡eristic

to voyage durations.
of the durations

is that they are rknov¿nr quantitles.

Since 1t is

not possible to equate each navigational activity
with a specific quantity and type of ice, these
variabl-es are best studied in terms of their
frequencies and rei-ation with the durations, and by
a relative.

rather than an absofute scale of

measurement.

Initially,

all of the navigational data
were transferred to a rNavigation Chartr ( see
I'igure III.12).
chart.

Two faci;ors are apparanû in this

The first

factor is the way in which the
occurrences of belng renclosedr and 'fast' are
dispersed through time, and ¡he second is the high
frequency of occurrences of 'grappling'.
In order
to examine these two observations in greater detail,
this chart was divided into its three principat
components: enclosed and fast (included on one chart
because of their

IFigures III.13

similarity),

grappling, and tacking

(a), (b), and (c) ].

A striking

feature of Figure III.13(a)

is the lack of references to being encfosed

and

fast between I774 and 1815 (with the exception of
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the year I79B).

By examinlng rhis chanc in isolarion

the impression given is Ehat perhaps ühis

gap

represented a period of reduced amounts of sea ice.
However, when this perÍod is re-examined in Figure

III.12.

this is not found to be the case. The mean
duration for this period was L5.2 days (tne mean
for the entire peri-od was 16 days). but inctuded
in this segment was the second-longest duration
(SZ days in I79t) .
was there no activity

Furthermore, only in 3 years
at all:

17BI with a duration

of 12 days. 1-782 - 6 days- and L795 - 7 days. The
average frequency of grappling was 4.4 days, and
of tacking, 2.2 days. This was not. therefore,

a

period of time whÍch was free of ice even though
there were no occurrences of ships being either
enclosed or fast in ice.
Figure III.13(b)

iffusbrates

the occurrences

of 'grappling' per voyage. Over the entire period
(I75I - 7B7O incl-usive ) , there were 560 days on
which grappling represented the most severe reacbion
to ice. This total was more than twice that of
ItackÌngt (2OO), and almost four times that of
fenclosed and fast I ( 155 ) . These figures are also
graphically

represented in Figures III.L4
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high frequency of grappling should noi; be r.aken to
mean that grappling represented a less severe

situation

than tacking for two reasons. The first

reason being that before the data were transcribed,

the decision was made that grappling represented
more severe ice conditions than tacking so that in
many cases, occurrences of tacking were not transcribed

Furthermore, in order to tack. enough open water

had

bo be available in order to maneuver safely. whereas

grappling took place in constricted areas.

The

Navigation Charts were most useful therefore.
descriptive and organizational

in

a

sense.

Using the durations as a foundation for
testing the degree to which the navigational activiries
reflected ice condi'Eions, a series of correfation
coeff icients was calcuf ated.

Table III.4

the results of these cafculations,

presents

and is followed

by a discussion of each.
In the firsu
navigational actlvities
duration.
correlations

row, ¡he frequencies of
have been correlated with

The regresslon fines for each of these

are shown in Figures III.15

The strongest relationship

(a) to (d).

is that between duration

and encfosed and fast (e+¡') plus grappling (G),
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followed by durarion and G and duration and
(E+F). There is no relatlonship between duration
and (f).
A casual relarionship may exlst here
(for the flrst two cases). but at thls stage it
woul-d be premature to .arrive ai a concfusion to
this effect.

Tacklng (f) is the only variabte

which does not involve ice contact, and ib is also
the variabfe which displays the fowest correlation
with duration.

This may be indicative

of the fact

that as Ìong as the ship is tackÍng, it is making
headway. In the case of enclosed and grappling the
ship is not in motion. Further evid.ence of this can
be seen when (n+p) and (G) are considered together,
resufting in a correfation coefficient of +O.92.
To more fully

illustrate

this refationship . 7-year

running means of frequencies of (n+¡')+G are graphed
together with 7-year running means of duratlon in
Figure III.16.
The second row in Table IlI.4

contains

a modification of the previous correlations.
It
is felt that since the presence of sea ice in Hudson
Strait varies seasonally. the date of entry must
inf f uence duration.

The f ollowing equa'bion was
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applied to the data in order to correc'b for dare
of entry:
adi. Yi = Yi-b(Xi

(4)

i)

where: adj . Y. = adjusted duration
Yi = actual duration
b = slope of the regression line (for
X = date of entry: y = duration)
X.T = actual date of entry
X = rrìeâD date of entry
In Table IfI.4

the correlatlon

coefficients

derived

using adjusted durations are generally less than those
derived by using actual durations. but the rel-ationship
between the values der j-ved with (E-F ) *G. G. (E+F ) .

and T remalns bhe same. Although these new correlations

exhibit little
felt

change from the previous set. it

that they are cfoser to realiry

is

since they

efiminate the effect of the dates of entry.
The bottom row in Table III.4

the direct relationshlp
into the Strait

presents

between lhe date of entry

and each of the activities.

expected, all of the correlations

As

are negative values

slnce early dates of entry are generally associated

d\ Pj

with the longer durations.
correlatlons

rt is noted that ¡hese
afso dimlnÍsh from (n+p)+ç. to G,

to (S+p), to T.

This serves to reinforce the

rel-ationshlp between duration and dabe of entry.
and between duration and each activity.
fn general, Table IfI.4

makes apparant

the fact that tacking is the one factor which is
feast indicati-ve of the prevailing ice conditions
since while tacking the ships were stÍll in motion.
Therefore, tacking was excluded from the navlgational_
activities.
iii )

spatial analysis
One characterlstic

which is unique to

the log books, as opposed to the Hudsonrs Bay Company
post journals and diaries, is that they recorded
observations not onJ_y at temporal intervals, but
al-so at spatial

intervals.

Because the ships were

in motion, it is necessary to know where bhe
observatÍons were made as well as when they were
made. Therefore, âfl attempt was made to determine
the locations of the observations. The plotting
limitations

of the locational

data has already been

discussed. and as a result of bhose limitarions, it
1s difficul t to pinpoint exactly where afl of the

llt¡

ñÉþ

observations were made. \.dhat is required therefore,
is a method of determlning the general focations
of the ships.

In order to facilitate

this,

Hudson

strait

is divided into seven sectors as iffustrated
in Figure III.I7.
The boundaries of the sectors
are determined arbitrarily
on the basls of the
relative

frequencies of references to specific
locations.
Table rrr.5 lists those landmarks which
are used to identify

the presence of a ship in
each sector and to define the boundari_es.
This method of tracing the routes through
the Strait by sectors facilitates
the utilization
of much of the vague and missing data. Thus on
occasions when the precì_se locatlon of a ship
cannot be determined. it is often possible to assign
its

f

ocation to a parbicuf ar sector.

Before proceeding to count the number of
occurrences of each activiby in each sector, the
aÎea of each sector was calculated. This is necessary
due to the fact that the sectors vary in size, and
therefore the larger sectors have a higher probability

of being occupied by a ship than do the smalfer
sectors. As a resuft of this, it is felt that the
frequencies of the activities must be presented as
frequencies per square kilometer.

The area of each

FIGURE

III-17
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TABLE

SECTOR

III.5:

LANDMARKS FOR SECTOR SELECTION

LANDMARKS AND GENERAL REFERENCES

Buttons Isfand
Cape Chidley fslands

rI

Resofution Island
East Bluff of the North Shore
Lower Savage Island

IIT

Saddleback Island
Middle Savage Island
Upper Savage Island
Lakes Inlet

rV

North Shore

ldeggs Isfand l when l-ocated to
Cape \.deggs
l the S . \^/.

V

Islands of Godrs Mercies

VI

North Shore
South Shore
Charfes Island
h/eggs Island ] when f ocated to
Cape \,Veggs I tfre S.tr.
Salisbury Isfand - when located
to the North
and N. !r/. and
by distance

VII

Salisbury Isl-and
Nottingham Isfand
Cape \.t/olstenholme

Diggs Island

when located

to the North
and N.E. and
by distance

etg

sector was de¡ermined by using a planimeter,
these areas are presented in Table III.6.
The occurrences of each activity

and

1n each

sector \^/ere then counted and expressed as a frequency per square kil-ometer as given in Table III.7.
From this Table, it

is apparant that the

frequencies varied, from sector to sector. Thus,
Sector V experienced the highest frequency of
(U+¡') and Sector II the highest frequency of G.
However, when (n+F)+C is considered, Sector IfI
shows the greatest amount of activity.

cofumn (Rant<) in
each activity

Table III.7

gives the order of
for each sector from 1 (most frequent)

to 7 (teast frequent).

Figures III.18(a)

deplct these ranks cartographically
illus'brate

The tast

where each activlty

to (c)

in order to

was l_east. to most

often employed.
Following this sectorÍa1 analysis a more
specific examination was conducted. Even though
of the locational

references were not sufficÍenù
to plot as point focations the remaining 6t7; were
plotEed according to the exact reference. Figures
40%

and (b) show the spatial distributions
of these references to (n+f') and G. l¡/hen these two
III.19(a)
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III.6

SECTOR AREAS
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]V
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V
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VI
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11.

C.
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VI
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I
]I

v,r I
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I
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II
]II
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maps are compared indivldually

wich Figures III.1B

(a) and (b) only a weak relationship

exists owing

to the fact that they are based upon frequencies
per square kifometer rather than absolute frequencies
(

as in Figures III

. 19 ( a)

and

a much cf oser relationship

(b )

.

However, there is

between the two pairs of

maps when (n+P)+G is considered.

3.

CONCLUSION

In concfusion, this chapter has served
to present tkie manner by which the data were col-lected
and analyzed in attempting to devise a methodology
whereby navigational

data might yíeld some information

about sea ice conditions.

No attempt was mad.e to

evaluate the significance

of the procedures or to

anaLyze any of bhe results arising from the processes

described in this chapter.

An examlnation of the

prcesses and interpretation

of the results will

the prime concern of Chapter IV, Conclusion.

be

g3&

CHAPTER

IV

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Prior to the compl-etion of thls study. no
comparably unlform and contlnuous historical source
had been utilized

in a study of sea ice in Arctic
waters for a period of tÍme as long as that provided
by the Hudsonrs Bay Company,s log books. In this
study, those 1og books have been used to deveJ-op
an indirect

record of sea ice severity for
S brait in the l8th and 19th centuries.

Hudson

SUMMARY

a)

Dala

A summary regarding the data used in this
study would be remiss in failing to restate their
many strengths.

This data source has limitations.
rt does not provide actuar- measurements of the ice,

but measurements of this nature cannor be derived
in the pre-instrumental period. These rog books are.
however. not only the sofe source of sea ice daba
for Hudson Strait

in Lhe l8th and 19th centuries,
but they probably al-so provide the best source that
can realistically

be expected.

.g 3-

The most signlficant

strength of this

source of data is thac it is highly systematic, a
quality v,rhich makes 1t feasible to apply rhe mebhods
of analysis used in this thesis. Three characterislics
contribute to the systematic nature of this record.
The first characteristic is the high degree
of regularity with which the ships arrived at Hudson
Strait.

For 120 years Hudsonrs Bay Company ships
sailing from England arrived at the strait on JuJ-y z-/,
on the average, with a standard deviation of onry
10 days. The importance of this temporal regularity
is that it faciliLated

a systematic interpretatlon

of the log books through time.
Secondly, the ships followed approximately
the same route through Hudson StraÍt each year.
Consequently, all results derived in thls study
refer not only to the same time of year, but al-so
to approximately the same routes through the Strait.
rt is arso noteworthy that the determinabion of the
routes is made possible by rhe fact that the ships
often maintained visuaf contact with landmarks,
and the resuftant locational

the frequent identification
The final

information permlts
of the shipsr positions.

characteristic

the systematic interpretation

which facilitates

of the 1og books is

-ø-

sgæ

thab their format and contents maintain an extremely
high degree of homogeneiby. This arises from the
fact that their authors received ihe same general
instructions

regarding the format and contents of

their logs since they were all in the employ of
the Hudson's Bay Company.
Besides the highfy systematic nature of
the data source, it gains added sErengbh from the
frequent existence of multiple annual log books
withÍn the collection.
Each year the Hudsonrs
Bay Company dispatched a convoy of up to four ships

destined for Hudson Bay, and at least one 1og book
was kept per ship. Threfore, more than one log
book is avallable for each year.
of multiplication

A second source

arises from the fact that

frequently more than one crew member k"pt a log
book on each ship. This mul-tiplication aflows
cross-checks to be made. and also permlts the
sel-ection of the most complete 1og book to be

made

for each year.
b

) Analysis
The original

expectation was that the

informa'bion examined in this study would have
provided a numericaf index of sea ice severity

r3s
directly

from the navlgational activÍties,
but each
navlgational activity is not assoclated on a one
to one basis. with a specific ice condirion. It
is, however' possible to deduce general conclusions
about the severity of ice from a knowledge of navi_
gational

ac

bivities.

The condition of beÍng enclosed or fast

in ice implies a situation

where the ice cover in

the vicinity

of the ship is so complete that the
vessef is entirely surrounded. thereby retarding or
even stopping the movement of the ship and placing
it in an extremefy hazardous situation.
It was,
therefore,

decided that when references to being
enclosed andfor fast (g+p) were made, ice conditÍons
were most severe.

Of the remaining two activities,
graÞpling
(C), and tacking (f), the former was regarded as
being representative of the next most severe
condition. Although the log books referred to
'grapplingr in the sense of abraching a grappling
hook to the ice, the word 'rgrapple'r has since been
i-ncorporated into m<¡dern English as meaning: "a
hand-to-hand fight. . . . to wrestle. . . . to try to cope,'
(Wensterrs New lr/orld Dictionary. Ig77). These

"8ß &

definitions,

as well- as the original

(see

deflnition

Appendix $ ) impfy that grappling was an extreme

measure to take and involved considerable risk.

This

leads to the conclusion that unless the ice conditions
were of a severe and dangerous nature, this operation
would not be performed.
The final

activity

which was related to

the presence of ice was 'tackingr . This was simply
an avoidance measure which involved turning out of
the way of ice.
this:

i)

Two concfusÍons can be drawn from

the ice was sparse enough to feave

for the ship to change its course;
the ship was still

ii)

in motion. therefore.

room

while tacking,
creatÍng

a minimal delay in the voyage.
The durations of the voyages were

incorporated in this study since bhey also
provide quantifiable

measures. In order to

incorporate this element. one fundamental premise
must be accepted. and that is that there was

a

motivation on the part of the ships' captains to
execute the voyages through the hazardous waters of
Hudson Strait

amount of risk.

as quickly as possibte with the feast
On no less than three occasions

did Lieutenant E. ChappeJ-1, in his Narrative. note

ãä5

that the

cre\¡/

vere not happily anticipatlng

the

voyage through Hudson Strait.

"Nothing could exceed the consternation
and astonishment of every person on board.
to find we were directed to proceed,
almost immediately, for HUDSON,S BAyl
Had we been ordered to the NORTH POLE,
there could not have been more long
faces among us. Down fell, ãt once,
the aerial_ castles which had been so
i-ong building; and nothing remaÍned
but the dismal prospect of a tedious
voyage, amidst icy seas, and shores
covered with eternal snows.'l

(rgzo:

s)

rrThe

boat returned in the morning, with
the purser in sad distress; eight men
having deserted f rom the boat. f rom al-ì
antipathy to the voyage.rl

(r970: 1o)
"\,{e had been

long wishing to get into
the STRAITS; and now that objective
was accomplished. we as sincerely wished
oursef ves back again into the ocean.,,
(1970: 49)

Profonged periods of adverse weather were
found to occur rarely and, therefore. keeping in

mind the'desire to pass through bhe strait quickly,
sea ice was determined to be the prime cause of
delay to the voyages. In order to ascertain a
more distinct connection between sea lce and the
navrgationaf activities,
these activities were
correl-ated against the durations of the westward

-q.

voyages (the results of which are to be found in
Table rrr.4).
These calcufations were conducted to
ascertain whether variations in duration were signifi_

cantly determined by the frequency of occurrence of
navigational maneuvers required to avoid ice. This
was shown to be so in rhe case of E+F (r=+O.5O) and
G (r=ao -84), and was partlcurarly evident when the
two [ (n+f ¡ 1ç¡ v/ere considered together ( r=+O .g2) .
The insignificance

of T as a delaying factor was
also shown when correfated against duration (r=+o.1- 4).
Another factor illustrated in Table III.4
is the comparative unimportance of dates of entry
inbo Hudson Strait.

As stated in chapter rrr. one
would tend 'bo assume that since sea ice ís a seasonaf
phenomenon, the time of year at which the ships were

in the Strait would have a major effect upon the
amount of ice which was encountered. Ìt was found.,
however. that the refationships between the dates of
entry and durations, and between the dates of entry
and the frequency of the navigaûional activities.
were weak. The correfation

relationshlp

coefficienc

for

ühe

between rhe dabe of entry and duration

was -o.4o. Therefore there was a slight tendency for
the durations of the voyages to decrease as the daies

_Ë-

t)

3.gv

of entry increased.

However, with a correfatlon

of

-O.4O. only 16 percent of the varÍation 1n the
duration is explained by the date of entry. This
might be attrlbutable

ro the fact that the variatlon
in the dates of entry was smafl (standard deviacion

= 10 days), and cherefore, che ships did not generally
enter the Strait at widely different times of the
year. The effect of the dates of enbry was, nevertheless, taken into account, and the durations
were adjusted accordingly Iequation (4)1. The
resuft of this adjustment was to reduce the correlation
coefficlents slightly, but not ro after the order
of ranking of the activities
in terms of -ûheir
correlation
Z.

with duration (see Table III.4).

DISCUSSION

a)

Temporal variations

By accepting (n+¡')+ç and the duraclons as
indicators of general sea ice conditions, one may

obtain an impression of how ice conditions fluctuated
through rime. Figures IV.1(a) and (b) show yearly
fluctuations

of durations and of (A-f')+C respectivety.
From these graphs. two important points shouf d be
noted:

i)

the high degree of correspondence between
the durations and (e+F.)+G. and ii)
the existence of
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three peaks indicating

years v¿ith long westv/ard

voyages through the Strait,

coupled v¿1th frequent

occurrences of (S+F)+ç. These periods of extended
durations have been identified in Table III.3 as
being:
III

I

,
1815, 1816.
1754

1.755

, 1,758; If

\.¡/hen

I79I;

and

considered in terms of 7-

year running means, however 4 periods of long durations
and frequent occurrences of (n+¡')+G emerge, âs can
be seen in Figure III.16.

These periods are lisred

in Table IV.1.
Atthough the fourth period appears as
major peak, it does not exist when the data are
considered on a ¡6.r1y basis, rather than as an

a

average.

The third perÍod is interestÍng

to note.

since it incÌudes the tlme known as rthe year without
a summerr .(Hoyt, 1958). This climatic anomaly has been
wel-1 documented for Europe and the northeastern

United States (Hoyt, 1958; posr, IgTT; Ladurie. I97I;
and \¡Vood. 1965). but not for the more northerly
regions of the globe.

The fact that the unusual

years of 1815-16 are reffected in Figures III.16
and IV.1(a) and (b) is encouraging as it may signify
that the durations and frequencies of (e+F)+G do,
in fact, reflect the prevailing ice conditions.

ßffiffi

TABLE IV.

1

PtrR]ODS OF LONG WESTWARD DURATIONS

:

FREQUENT ACCOUNTS

AND

OF (s+p)+C

(Based on 7-year running means)

PERIOD

AVERAGE DURAT]ON
FOR PERIOD (days)

YEARS

AVERAGE FREQUtrNCY OF
(E+F)+G FOR PERIop

L754

60

IT

L7B7

93

21

III

1,8T4

25

24

1e

IV

1_B3s

42

24

I1

1.87O

16

6

MEANS

1751-

1a
fJ

*d

The peaks exhibited in the first

periods (1754

1760 and I7B7

in a study by Bergthorsson
Icel,andic drift

g.fr

and second

ITg3) are also apparent

) in which he examines
ice and temperature for the past
( 1969

years.. To arrive at his concfusions, Bergthó""=on
employed three sources of data:
lOOO

i ) annual mean temperatures for two stations
(StyXXishofmur and Teigarhorn, Iceland) for the period
1846 L873;
ii)

annuaf number of days in which ice occurred

on the coast, based on data compiled by Thoroddsen
(fgfS-16) for the period ITBI
1915, and on
rrindirect information regarding general weather in
fceland" (Bergthorsson, 1969: g4) for 1591 ITBO;
iii)
the number of severe years per decade.
This last source incfudes those years with reports of
starvatíon or of drift

ice reaching the

S\,rI

coast

of Icefand, and ib completed the record by extending
j-t back to the 10th century. Figure IV.2 presents
Bergthorssonrs results of temperatures and ice
incidence, and these data display quite clearly the
periods of l-ow temperatures and frequent occurrences
of (e+¡')+C for the first
in Table fV.1.

and second periods identified

The remaining tv¿o periods (IBI4

1825

Í*%

FIGURE

IV-2

BERGTHORSSONIS GRAPH OF TEMPEMTURE AND ICE

Decodol Runnlng Meons

of

Temperoture

2.5
4
3
2
I

o

lce lncidence (months/yeor)

ßften Bergthorsson, 1969' 98)

'Ê

and 1835

IB42) are not. however, reflected

6)@

in

Figure IV.2.
The second period of peak ice conditions

coincides with a period of severe weather in France.
This emerges Ín LeRoy Ladurie,s study of grape
harvests in France since the year 1000.

The

fotlowing quotation gives a clear description of
the years L7B7 L789.
rrThe grapes were over a month l-ate

and rotted before they could ripen
. . . rSo unfavorable meteorofogical
conditions produced in Champagne in
L7B6 and 1787 wine wine which was
late. scarce and sour. Burgundy too
was affected in 1787 by frosts, cold
rain, a dull summer, and fate harvests'
.. . rthe final catastrophe came in 1"789,
for which the tLrermometric curves show
a very cold May to September.r,'

(teRoy Ladurie. L97I: 72)
These independent indications

that the

three periods gÍven Ín Table fV.1 were marked
by severe weather support the view that this study
first

has yielded valid measures of ice severity.
this view is not confirmed conclusively.

but
Further-

more, since the durations increased with the increases
in (g+¡')+C. it is reasonable to assume bhat the
peak periods are representative of severe ice conditions.

i

gw4

b)

Spatial dj-stribution

of sea ice

L75I to

IBTO

In order to more easily examine sea ice
locations,

Hudson Strait

was divided into seven

sectors as discussed in Chapter III.
in Figure III.17.

and deplcted

Frequencles of E+F, G, and

(¡+¡')+G per square kilometer were calculated

for each sector and mapped [figures III.18
When

(a to c)].

these maps are compared, the sector displaying

the highest frequency changes from sector V for
E+F, to sector II for G, and sector III
Hov¿ever

sector I exhibits

for (p+F)+G.

Ehe fowest frequency in all

three cases. Because sector III

had the second-

highest frequencies for tr+F and G, it therefore
exhibited the highest frequency when these two
factors were combined.
In general, it appears that encounters with
ice became less frequent as the ships moved toward
the western end of the Strait.

\.¡/hether this is due

to the increasing width of the channel in that direction.
or to an actual decline in ice amounts. or both

may

possibly be revealed when the data are compared with
modern observations.
The maps shown in Figures III
(n

) were based upon those locational

. l-9

(a)

and

references which

'fl ryR

provided both the distance and directlon from a
glven point. Therefore, although only specific
references were used. these focations are more
precise than those used in Figures III.18 (a)
to (c). These two maps []I.19(a) and (b)1, al_so
show a higher occurrence of E+F and G in the

areas of sectors II,

and particul_arly sector III,

as well as a general decfine 1n frequency west
of sector III.
The rather high incidence of encounters

with ice to the south of Resolution fsland
( sector II ) , as indicated in Figures IIf.19 (a)
and (b), is in keeping with the fact that the
current carrying 1ce out of Hudson StraÍt meets
the current carrying ice southward from Davis stralt
aL Resolution rsfand.

This situation

is described

below by E. Chappell.
',. . . it requires strong winds to carry
the drift ice out of the STRAITS,
which is very likely otherwise to
choke the passage. Entering HUDSON S
STRAIT, it is a necessary precaution' to
keep close in with the northern shore;
as the currents of HUDSON,S and DAVISI
STRAITS meet on the sourh side of the
entrance, and carry the ice wiLh great
velocity to the southward. along the
coast of LABRADOR. ,l

(LgTo:40-4r)

g%ffi

In relation
the introduction,
do reffect

to the hypothesis presented in

certain navigational- actlvities

sea ice conditions.

Whereas exact amounts

of ice cannot be determined by the data and methods
described in this study, relative
severity for each year. and faÍrly

degrees of ice

precise l-ocations

of those conditions of severity can be deduced.
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APPENDIX A
METHOD OF PLOTTING VOYAGES

The 32-Point Compass:

(1 point = IIA degrees)
Names
1".

2.

of compass points (by number):

N

yE
}II''IE

9.

F

1'7

Ll

.

q

J

E&byS iB. S&by\,i
a
.
ESE 19. SSI,/
A
l'JE&byN I2. SE&byE ?O. Sii&byS
. 5. l.TD
r!!
IJ.
SE
2I . Si/
6. i,lE&byE I4. SE&bS 22. Std&byri
'7. ¿l\x
15 . S SE
23 . i,ISiV
Õ. ¡.í oyt,J
b . S&byE 24. i.i&byS
Itl&L

10
11

l-

.

25.
.
.

26
27

t{
!V&b¡,¡¡
t./t,t\/i

¿ð. l{!V&i:r'l

.
30. Nl/&byil
3I . Ni{\d
32. lrl&by,i
29

I.J\,./

äPE

Example:

rrSouthmost part of Resolution
SE&byE 3 leagues. " (From the log
of the ship Hudson Bay Pink, CI/346,
July 6 , 1-75L, noon , v¿estv¿ard bound) .
t2)
mognetic

(t)
true

N

N

Resolution ls.

(3)
NW& by W

True north line is drawn through southern tip
of Resolution Isfand (from grid reference).
)

Using a protractor, magnetic north is determined
approximately 40oW of true north.

a

By aJ-igning the N-point of a transparent
template of the 32-point compass with magnetic
north, a mark is made at Ntr/&by\t/ ( so that the
observed point is to the SE&byE ) .

4.

A line is drawn from the point (#3) to the
rrsouthmost part of Resol-ution" fsl-and.

E

Using the linear scale, 3 leagues (g mÍles) are
measured along the line drawn in #4.

3Pg

APPENDIX

B

GLOSSARY OF TtrRMS

LOG

à"

BOOK: A book ruled in cofumns like a log-board,
onto v¿hich the account of the log board

is transcribed every day at noon,
together v¿ith every cÍrcumstance deserving
notice, that may happen to the ship,
or wíthin her cognizaylce, either at sea
or in a harbour, etc. from which, after
it is corrected etc. it is entered into
the journal.

Navigationa] Terms:
GRAPPLE: A sort of small anchor fitted with four
or five ff ooks or cl-aws....common1y
used to fasten boats or other smalf
vessels.

TACK:

To change course from one board to
another, or to turn the ship from the
starboard to the Carboard tack or
vice versa, in a contrary vtind.

Types of Ships:

BRIG:

A small merchant-ship with two masts.
Amongst English seamen this vessel is

distringuished by having her main_saif
set nearly in the plane of her kee1. . .
in a brig, the foremost edge of the main_
sail is fastened, iÍr different places,
to hoops, which enc j_rcle the main_mast,
and slide up and dov,¡n it as the sail
is hoisted or l_owered; it is extended
by a gaff above, and a boom below.
')+ Afl definitions are from William Falconer,
Nev¿ Universaf Dictionary of the Marine. (1815)

tg0

BRTG
c

ont

FRIGATE:

PIi't]i:

This term is not universally
confined to vessels of a particular
construccionr or. v¡hich are masted and
rigged in a method different from all
others. It is variously appJ-ied, by
mariners of different European natiòns,
to a peculiar sort of vessel of their
ovln marine.
In the navy. a light nimbl_e shlp, builr
purpose of sailing svriftly.
!o. thevessel_s
These
mount fron 20 to 50 guns.
and are esteemed excell_ent cruiseré.
A naÌîe given to a ship v¡ith a very
narrow stern
they are vessels of
burden. have three masts. and carry
bteen I rria-ngular] sails.
All vessels, hov¡ever. s¡rali. r..ihose
sterns aue very narro!.i, are caÌled pink_
sterned.
"¿:1.,..

i,t;

!!,

i:Ll

t

,.r::r:.,'i.

SLOOP:

A small- vessel furnished \,; i tÌr one lna_s i .
the rnain-sai1 of v¡hich is a¡tached to
gaff above, to the mast on its foremosta
edge, and to a boom belov;; by r':hich it is
occasionally shifted to ei ther quarter.

ßg.a

APPENDTX

tC:

DIRECTTONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Although this study has provided some
concfusi-ons regarding sea ice in Hudsonrs strait for
the period L751 to IBTO inclusi_ve, it is by no means
exhaustive in regards to the potential weafth of
information contained wirhin the Hudsonrs Bay
company's log books. The data, analyses. and concrusions of this research represent only the 'tip of
the iceberg' which emerged al the onset of this
study.
This Appendix provides some suggestions
for further research uslng the Hudsonrs Bay Company's
log books and this study as a foundation. The
suggestions presented here wlll be discussed under
the following headings:

L.

1.

direct descriptions of sea ice,

2.
3.

applications of sea Íce data.
other environmental lnformation.

4.

extension of the historical

record.

Direct descriptions of sea ice
Prior to the retrieval

of the data for this

ß.

ffiz

thesis, a decision v¡as made to attempt to reconstruct
sea ice conditions by using the accounts of the
navigational actlvitles

which v/ere employed to

cope

with the hazard of sea ice.

This decision was partly
based on the fact that descriptions generally tend
to be quite subjective if no instrumentatlon is used
in the observations.

Each observer has a personal bias

in his perception and descrÍption of an object or
event. Associated with this difficutty
is the
probÌem of terminol-ogy. Difficulties
were foreseen
in attempting to quantify such phrases as 'thick
icer and rstraggling icer. rt was hoped that reports
of specific and consistently used navigational
activities

woufd not be as encumbered with semantic
uncertainties.
It would, however, have been naive

to assume that no difficulties
woufd arise in the
interpretation of the navigational activities,
and
these probfems have been discussed in chapter rrr.
The original intent of the research was,
therefore, to first interpret the navigationaf
maneuvers and fater

to devel0p a content analysis
for the interpretations of the direct descriptions

of the appearance and behavior of sea ice.
As was previously stated, the major

r$ffi

foreseeable difficulty

in the lnterpretatlon

of ice

descriptions is in the definition of the terms used
to describe the ice. This problem may be negotiated
by the carefuf construction of appropriate categories.
The importance of the categories in content analysls
has been emphatlcally stated as fotlows:
''The problem of category construction
is widely regarded as the most crucial
aspect of content analysis. It is the
step in which the data are tied to theory,
and it serves as a basis for drawing in_
ferences. "
(

Stone et. al . ,

1_966

:

Thus, the analysis of the ice descriptions
commence with the development of a general
classification

of categories of descriptive

9)

mus

t

commen-

tary.
A cursory examination of the types of terms
used to describe sea ice reveals that ice was
described in relation

to its amount and movement.
Therefore two categories can be provided in order to
accommodate these factors, with subgroupings contained
in each to refine the data contained under the main
headings. Figure c .1 provides a suggested format for
the construction of these categories.

s ffi4

FIGURtr

Ó.1

CATEGORIES OF

]CE

DESCRIPTIONS

no open water

u"tt*'--l

(a)

rcE
AMouNr

[-

some open waEer

no

I

1ce

thick ice

Lr"r.o-rrr{

thin ice

(b)

ice in motion
MOVEMtrNT

OF ICE

InC.I(a),

stat Í onary

each subgroup (extent and thickness)

refates to the other. and therefore may often be
combined. Likewise, (a) and (b) may also be combined
in some instances where the data alfow.
Once compteted, âfl investigation

of this

nature would be an extremely valuable toof in checkinc¡
the resuf ts found in this thesis. rts val_ue stems
from the fact that whife the data are not the same,
the ice descriptions were retrieved from exactly the
same source.

2, Applications of sea ice data
Data relating to historical_ sea ice

s.vÐ

fluctuations
Hudson Strait

are directly

relevant io the use of

as a shipping route.

However. this

information has other. more indirect
in terms of the study of climatic

applications

change.

\,Vhen

using the 1og books of sailing vessels as a source
of data, one can be falrty certaln that wind directions woufd be quite welf documented. and this was
the case in this research. Other factors such as
temperature and pressure were rarely noted. Since
weather journals do not exist for Hudson Strait
for the period encompassed by these 1og books,
informatlon regarding climatlc conditions may be
obtained indirectly

from those sources which are

availabfe.
Numerous studies have been conducted to

determine refationships

between sea ice and

various meteorological factors.

The most likely

factor to be related tc¡ sea ice is temperature.
/
Bergthôrsson (1969) found a correlation coefficient
of -O.68 for the relationship between annual
temperature and ice incidence during the period
1846 1919, in fceland. He also calcufated a
correl-ation coefficient

between temperature and the

decadaf number of severe years (years wirh starvation

3Wffi

or drift

ice reaching the

SI,4/

coast of f cef and) to

be

O.76 during the period 1591 to 1969. From these
results. Bergthorsson concluded that:
'rA fairly good correlatlon is found
between annual- temperature and the
incidence of drif t ice in Icel_and. rl

(eerthársson, 1969: 94)
Another study, which is somewhat more
general in 1ts resufts. examined seasonaf tempera_
ture and sea ice conditions in the eastern canadian
Arctic (Jacobs and Newelt, 1979). Unlike
Bergthorsson, Jacobs and Newell included wind
dj-rection as a component in their study. The
fol-lowing statements represent two of their con_
cfusions regarding the refationships

between these

elements generally, and for Foxe Basin and Baffin
Bay.

"There is a general, but locally
complex correspondence between the
severity of summer cl-imate (and to
a lesser extent that of the preceeding winter) anO rhe extent of
late summer sea ice.'l
(

r9;9 : 353-354 )

'rIn general . !'oxe Basin tends to
have J-ighter ice condicions in
those summers of more frequent
southerfy airflow and 1;hose summers
tend afso to be warmer. Baffin Bay
rarely experiences persistent
southerfy winds; northerly and

3ßV

north-wesrerl-y v/inds predominate
and show l i t rle vari_ation in
refation to ice conditions. "
(

I979: 353)

rt should be no¡ed that Berg¡horssonrs findings
were based u-pon historical data. whereas Jacobsl
and Newel-]'s resur-rs were founded on modern data
(

19s7-1978)

"

A third study, by Crane (tgZA), also using
modern da¡a (rso¿-1974). examined seasonal_ sea ice
variations

in rel-acion to synoptic-scal_e atmospheric
circularion. In Table 3(I9742446)are che nesul_rs of nis

study, in v¿hich atmospheric pressure has been added
ro temperature and wind directlon.
From ùhese three s¡udies. it can

be

concluded that evidence exiscs which lvourd enable
general historical clima¡ic cc¡ndicions to be
derived for Hudson Strai t from che sea ice informarion
derived. .in this research.
3.

Other environmenral infornatic,n
I

As discussed in Chapcer III. certain
meceorol-ogical el-ements were no ced in the 1og books.
These el-ements are:
fog
haze

ã88

storm/ squal f

galelsurong wind
rain
cloud

frost
snow

sleet
hai

1

wind direction
Conspicuous by its absence from this tis b is

temperature.

Thermometric readings were not
completely missing from the log books, but the high
degree of theÍr infrequency renders those that do

exist of little

use.

Those elements listed

can

however, be of value in an examination of the
historical cf imate of Hudson Strait. and of the general region surrounding the Strait.
Although the quantities

of rain and

snow

are not provided in the 10g books, the frequencies
and general amounts of precipitation can be
determined.

Furthermore, when alt of these facrors are
examined in conjunction with each other. concfusions
regarding atmospheric circulation patterns can be

ãs9

made.

This type of study has been achieved by
Oliver and Kington (I97O) who used ships, log
books. as well as f and station data to reconsrruct
cartographically the synop c1c condltions for Great
Britain and north-western Europe in bhe lBth
cenrury.

Using the British Navy log books, Oliver
and Kington were abre to construct rhe forrowing
table of meteorofogical terms used in the log
books.

It shoul-d be noted that all of the terms
found in the Hudsonrs Bay Company log books are
contained in this list except frost. ga1e, and wind
direction.
With the help of \di1liam Falct,ner,s
.(18i5) rhe
Beaufort scaÌe of windspeed, and land based
observations, the terms lisbed in TableC .l were
used to construct synoptic maps,
The major problem identified

Kington was the fack of sufficientry
for particular l_ocatic¡ns.
ll\,Vh1fst ar sea, the detaifs

by Oliver
long records

shift their
location and this defeats their use

and

&4#

TABLE

C.I :

STATE OF

lBTH

SKY

CENTURY METEOROLOGICAL TERMS

PRECIPTTATION,

CIC.

VISIBILITY

Drizzle

Haze

Cfear

Snow

Thick haze

Fine

Sleet

Misr

Fair

Hal

Cloudy

Shower

Se

rene

Ove

rc as t

Thick weather

I

Fog

Thick fog

Squalls of rain
Thunderstorm

Lightning

(after:

Ofiver and Kington,
1-97O: 526)

ß4&

unl_ess a sufficient number of
samples for any one rime and for

any glven area provides a guide to
the general prevailing circumstances.

il

(Oliver and Kington, I97O: 5ZZ)
This difflculty

does not exist when using the

Hudsonrs Bay Company's log books for Hudsonrs Strait

since the ships followed the same route at the same
'bime of year throughout the record. Therefore land
based observations are not necessary.
4.

Extension of the hlstorical

record

The Hudsonrs Bay Company received its

Charter in 1670, and therefore it can be expected
that the Company would have sent ships to Hudson
Bay, via bhe Strait,

from the late seventeenth

century onwards. Prior to 1670, Hudson Strait
was also used as a route in che search for the
Northwest Passage. Accounts of these voyages
through the Strait are ava_Llable, although they are
not in the original documents as used in this study.
Cooke and Holfand have compiled a
compendium of the exploration

and list

as a first

of northern Canada,

reference to Hudson Strait,

a Norwegian expedition which sa11ed C.1360. There
is then a gap in their entries until 15OB when

ßø*

Cabot went in search of the Northwest passage. From

that year oil, the catafogue continues quite consistentfy until 1668 when i¡ becomes vlrtually
unbroken.

This listing

of voyages is referenced

to an extensive bibliography whose major entries
are:
Davies, K.G., €d. Letters from Hudson Bav
London:

17O3-4O.

1965 (Votume 25).

,

Vol_ume

I:

lOOO-

ITOO (1966); Vofume Ir: 17O1_-L740 (1969);
Vofume III: 174L-!T7O (I974). Toronto:

University of Toronto press.

Hudsonrs Bay Company. The Book of Shipsr Movements

t7I9-1929.

c

.41r--

Hudso

,

Hudsonrs Bay Company. Ships on Hudson's Bay
Company Business Sailing Between England
and York Fort 167)=JJ9O-. Unpublished

y

Rich, E.E.

Comþany

Archives.

The History of the Hudsonrs Bay Company
167O-LB7O. Votume I: L6TO-1,763, Londoñ:
Hudson's Bay Record Society. 1g58
(H.e.R.S. Volume ZI) . Volume II:
1763-187O. London: Hudsonrs Bay Record
Society. 1959 (H.S.R.S. Volume 22).

A

simi_f

ar extension of the record for

Hudson Stralt

can be constructed for the period from
1B7O to the present. Because Cooke and Hoffand

trace northern Canadian exploration

-ûo

the year

-Ê /ãq
e "Ê.
4.þ

1920. much of this extension can afso be based
on their book. Furthermore. the canadian government has kept an excerrent record of Hudson strait.
and the surrounding area for the more recent period
through the Department of Transport ( "Navigation

Conditions on the Hudson Bay Route from the
Atlantic Seaboard to the port of Churchill,').
and most recently through Environment Canada,s

Ice Climatology Division

(

"Ice: Summary and

Analysis - Hudson Bay and Approaches" )
Although bhe earfier portion of Lhis
record extension may not be as detailed and
systematic as the log books used 1n this study.
.

1t would nevertheress be a worthwhile endeavor
to examine these references as they might provlde
some evidence of sea ice in Hudson strait

from

1508 to the present; a period of over 4OO years.

This appendix has provided some suggestions
regarding possible direc.ûions for continued research
using the Hudson's Bay Companyrs 1og books as
wefÌ as a means for extending that record. There
are no doubt, many more possible applications of
this data source. It woul-d be unfortunate not
to examine this wealth of information to its

å_ ë&¿&

full-est extent, as it is rare to find a colfection
of documents so well sulted to the systematic
study of historicaf

environmentaf conditions.

.e laH
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